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rated that replacing individual arginine (R) residues in the S4 domain of Kv4.3
with alanine (A) not only altered activation and deactivation processes, but also those of closed-state
inactivation (CSI) and recovery. R → A mutants eliminated individual positive charge while substantially
reducing side chain volume and hydrophilic character. Their novel effects on gating may thus have been the
result of electrostatic and/or structural perturbations. To address this issue, and to gain further insights into
the roles that S4 plays in the regulation of Kv4.3 gating transitions, we comparatively analyzed arginine to
glutamine (R → Q) mutations at positions 290, 293, and 296. This maneuver maintained positive charge
elimination of the R → A mutants, while partially restoring native side chain volume and hydrophilic
properties. R → A and R → Q mutant pairs produced similar effects on the forward gating process of
activation. In contrast, significant differences between the two substitutions were discovered on deactivation,
CSI, and recovery, with the R → Q mutants partially restoring wild type characteristics. Our results argue that
modification of individual S4 residue properties may result in altered localized interactions within unique
microenvironments encountered during forward and reverse gating transitions. As such, predominant effects
appear on the reverse gating transitions of deactivation and recovery. These results are consistent with the
proposal that arginine residues in S4 are involved in regulating Kv4.3 CSI and recovery.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Kv1.4, the mammalian homologue of the Shaker voltage-sensitive
potassium channel, and all members of the Kv4 (Shal-type) family
generate rapidly activating and inactivating potassium-selective
currents in response to membrane depolarization. In association
with regulatory β subunits, these channels generate current pheno-
types designated IA in neurons and Ito in cardiac myocytes [1–3]. Due
to their rapid activation and subsequent inactivation kinetics, both
channel types can significantly modulate action potential repolariza-
tion and frequency-dependent electrical signaling. IA/Ito has thus been
hypothesized to play important functional roles in diverse excitable
cell types, including neuronal somatodendritic interactions [1,2,4],
long-term potentiation [4,5], pain plasticity [6], and excitation–
contraction coupling in smooth and cardiac muscle [1,3,7]. None-
theless, while Kv1 and Kv4 α subunits give rise to current phenotypes
that are similar phenotypically, there are important differences in the
molecular, biophysical, and pharmacological characteristics between
the two channel families [1–3].

The mechanisms of inactivation and recovery from inactivation in
Kv1 channels are now understood in reasonable detail. In contrast, the
corresponding mechanisms in Kv4 have yet to be elucidated [1–3].
+1 1 716 829 2227.
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However, it is known that conventional Shaker-like N- and P/C-type
processes are likely not operative [1–3,8,9]. Kv4 channels also display
prominent closed-state inactivation (CSI), a process which is minimal
in Kv1 [10,11]. With regard to voltage sensitivity and activation,
extensive work on Kv1 channels has established that transmembrane
segments S1–S4 form the voltage-sensor domain (VSD) [12–16].
Within the VSD, S4 is believed to be responsible for conferring voltage
sensitivity. Each S4 domain contains six basic residues, with the first
four arginines (R1–R4) providing most of the gating charge [12–18].
Although the exact contribution of each residue to total gating charge
movement is unclear, approximately 13 elementary charges (e0) per
channel (3.2 e0 per α subunit) are moved [12–18].

Little experimental work has been conducted on mechanisms
regulating Kv4 channel voltage sensitivity, and how such mechanisms
may regulate overall gating transitions. While the general concepts
underlying Kv1 voltage sensitivity likely apply to Kv4 [1–3], it is
recognized that Kv4 steady-state activation relationships are less
voltage-dependent than those of Kv1 [3,9,19–21]. This may be due, in
part, to the fact that S4 in Kv4.3 possess less overall positive charge,
with Shaker R1 replaced by neutral valine (V) at position 287 (Fig. 1A).

Our laboratory recently demonstrated the involvement of
positively charged residues in regulating Kv4.3 gating transitions
by mutating arginine to the neutral and more hydrophobic residue
alanine, A [21]. Although that study did not provide direct evidence
that S4 charged residues contribute to net gating current (for
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Fig. 1. (A) Sequence comparison of Kv1.4 and Kv4.3 S4 domains. Note that Kv1.4 R1 is
absent in Kv4.3 and replaced by neutral valine 287. (B) Structures of arginine (R),
glutamine (Q), and alanine (A), and their calculated molar volumes [27]. A is
hydrophobic, while R and Q maintain hydrophilic properties.
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further discussion see Methods and [13,22–24]), R → A mutation did
alter the characteristics of Kv4.3 activation and deactivation in a
manner consistent with general predictions of the Kv1 channel
model. More surprisingly, the R → A mutants significantly altered
the characteristics of Kv4.3 CSI and recovery, an initial novel finding.
These observations argue that Kv4.3 closed-state inactivation may
possess inherent voltage dependence, in contrast to Shaker N-type
inactivation where voltage dependence appears to arise from
coupling to activation [10,11,24]. Coupling of CSI to activation may
also occur in Kv4.3, albeit by a mechanism unlike that existing in
Kv1 channels.

Perturbation of either electrostatic or structural properties in S4
may alter voltage-dependent gating characteristics [23–26]. Previous
R → A mutants not only eliminated positive charge of the wild-type
residue, but also reduced native side chain volume by 67 cm3/mol [27]
(Fig. 1B) and incorporated less hydrophilic character at the position
[28,29]. Combined, these effects may have selectively altered domain
interactions within unique microenvironments experienced during
various gating transitions [15,16,30–36], and thus be responsible, to a
degree, for the noted variation in gating properties [21].

To address these concerns, we have conducted a comparative
analysis of corresponding S4 arginine to glutamine mutation (R → Q)
at positions 290, 293, and 296 (Fig. 1A). Our motivation was to
maintain positive charge elimination of the R → A mutants while
partially restoring native side chain volume (R → Q=−33 cm3/mol
[27]) and hydrophilic characteristics (Fig. 1B). R290, R293, and R296
were targeted because they are likely responsible for carrying the
majority of Kv4.3 gating charge during channel gating transitions.
We found that corresponding R → A and R → Q mutant pairs
produced similar effects on activation characteristics, but unique
effects on the processes of deactivation, closed-state inactivation,
and recovery. Our results suggest that both electrostatic and
structural perturbations of individual S4 arginine residues can alter
channel gating, and are consistent with the proposal that these
residues are involved in the regulation of closed-state inactivation
and recovery processes.
2. Methods

2.1. Mutagenesis

Kv4.3 was cloned from ferret heart (long form, GenBank
AF454388) as described previously [21,37], and maintained in the
pBluescript KS(+) vector. Site directed mutagenesis was performed
using the Quick Change II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene,
La Jolla, CA, USA) and primers designed to arginine residues R290,
R293, and R296 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in the fourth trans-
membrane segment, S4. Specificity of mutations was confirmed by
sequencing (DNA Sequencing Facility, Roswell Park Cancer Institute,
Buffalo, NY, USA).

2.2. In vitro transcription and oocyte preparation

Kv4.3 wild type and mutant clone plasmids were linearized with
the restriction endonuclease XhoI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA,
USA). cRNA was synthesized by the mMessage mMachine T7 Ultra Kit
(Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). cRNA quantity and quality was evaluated
by spectroscopy and agarose gel electrophoresis.

All animal protocols were conducted in accordance with the NIH-
approved guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee, University at Buffalo, SUNY. Oocytes were obtained from mature
female Xenopus laevis euthanized by a lethal concentration of 6.0 g/L
ethyl-3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate salt and defolliculated as
described previously [21]. Twelve to 24 h after isolation, oocytes were
injectedwith 4–9 ng cRNA (Nanoject II; Drummond Scientific, Broomall,
PA, USA). Injected oocytes were incubated for 2–4 days at 18 °C.

2.3. Electrophysiology

Two-microelectrode voltage clamp recordings (GeneClamp 500B,
Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA) were performed on injected
oocytes as described previously [21]. Recordings (22 °C)were conducted
in ND96 solution (in mM: 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, 5 HEPES,
pH=7.40). All voltage clamp recordings were conducted at the maximal
gain of the amplifier (10,000×) and clamp rise time stability settings of
60–120 μs. Currents were acquired (filtered at 1 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz)
with a Digidata 1320A 16-bit acquisition system under pCLAMP 9
software control (Axon Instruments).

The 90% voltage-clamp rise time criterion was employed for
analysis of activation and deactivation kinetics [20,21,38]. A mean
value of t90%=1.31±0.09 ms was obtained (n=68). For the measure-
ment of kinetics of recovery from steady-state closed-state inactiva-
tion developed at HP=−100 mV (Fig. 11), a series of P1 prepulses of
progressively increasing duration was applied from −110 to −150 mV,
10 mV increments, followed by a one second P2 pulse to +50 mV.
Fitting the waveform of the increasing peak P2 currents as a function
of time permitted determination of the kinetics of recovery fromCSI at
each fixed P1 potential.

2.4. Theoretical framework

Comprehensive interpretation of the roles charged residues play in
the regulation of voltage-sensitive ion channel gating transitions
ultimately requires a combination of gating current and single channel
analyses [13,22–24]. Due to the present inability to block Kv4 channels
in the open state, gating current studies of native channels have yet to
prove feasible. A combined mutation of three residues in the outer
pore domain was demonstrated to confer non-native Charybdotoxin
(CTX) sensitivity to Kv4.2 channels and the ability to measure gating
currents [39–41]. However, the mutation itself resulted in a
hyperpolarizing shift in the steady-state activation relationship, and
comprehensive analysis of closed-state inactivation and recovery
characteristics of this mutant has yet to be completed.
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Thus, in this study, we employed a standard two state gatingmodel
as follows:

Steady-state/Isochronal measurements. For a voltage-sensitive two-
state channel transition [either a single closed-state to open-state
transition (C → O) or a closed-state to closed-state inactivated
transition (C → IC)] the total free energy change ΔG0 is equal to the
sum of voltage-independent (vi) and voltage-dependent (electro-
static, es) components [23–25]: ΔG0 =ΔG0

vi +ΔG
0
es. The voltage-

independent term ΔG0
vi corresponds to the change in structural

(conformational) free energy in the absence of membrane potential
(V=0 mV), while the voltage-dependent term ΔG0

es corresponds to
the change in electrostatic free energy. The electrostatic component
is given by: ΔG0

es =∑m
i qiδiV), where qi is the charge of each positively

charged S4 residue, δi is the fraction of the membrane potential
sensed by qi, and V is the voltage across the membrane. Substituting
α =∑m

i = 1qiδi, the total free energychange becomes:ΔG0 =ΔG0
vi + αV).

For a single Kv4.3 subunit undergoing an independent C → O
transition, the steady-state probability of being in the open state is
given by a Boltzmann relationship Po = 1

1 + e
ΔG0

vi
+ αVð Þ

RT

).

Experimentally, the single subunit steady-state activation relation-
ship “a” (constructed from saturating tail current measurements

[9,21]) can be best fit as a = 1

1 + e
−V−V1=2

k

,where V=membrane potential

(mV), V1/2= the potential of half-maximal activation (mV), and
k=slope factor (mV). At 22 °C, movement of one elementary charge
(e0) across the entire membrane potential (δi =1.0) would correspond
to k=25.43 mV. The equivalency of the expressions for Po and “a”
therefore gives α = RT

k and ΔG0
vi =

V1=2

k dRT .
From this two-state model, three interpretative predictions can be

made: i) If perturbation of electrostatic forces (changes in α) predomi-
Fig. 2. Representative current recordings for (A) WT Kv4.3, (B) Kv4.3 R290Q, (C) Kv4.3 R293
currents were generated during one second depolarizing voltage clamp step pulses (−3
hyperpolarizing prepulse to −150 mV was first applied to remove CSI, followed by one seco
nates, a change in slope factor, k, with minimal alterations in V1/2 would
be predicted; ii) If perturbation of structural properties predominates, a
shift in V1/2 with minimal alterations in k would be predicted; and iii) If
both electrostatic and structural perturbations are significantly con-
tributing, alterations in both k and V1/2 would be expected.

Kinetic measurements. In cases where the overall mean voltage-
dependence of the time constants of a kinetic process could be
determined, the associated τ–Vm relationships were best-fit as
exponential functions of voltage. The associated e-fold change in
values allowed estimation of effective qmin.

2.5. Potential limitations of analysis

Activation/Deactivation kinetics. We make no quantitative conclu-
sions regarding either activation or deactivation kinetics prior to
the mean 90% voltage-clamp rise time (t90%) [21,38], i.e. rapid
transitions during the initial membrane capacitive charging period
were not resolvable.
Two-state gating model. We acknowledge that a two-state
formulation is simplistic, and that its application results in
estimates of minimal effective gating charge, q. The limitations
and potential ambiguities of such a model are recognized and have
been previously discussed [22–25]. That being said, this model
provides a well-characterized standard for comparing present
results to other relevant Kv4 channel studies.
3. Results

A comparative series of current recordings for wild type (WT)
Kv4.3 and Kv4.3 R290Q, R293Q, and R296Q are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Q, and (D) Kv4.3 R296Q. For all cases, initial HP=−100 mV. For WT, R293Q, and R296Q
0 to+50 mV, 10 mV steps) directly applied from the HP. For R290Q a one second
nd depolarizing pulses to the depolarized potentials described above.



Table 1
Summary of WT Kv4.3 and S4 R → A and R → Q mutant “a4” mean fit parameters (V1/2:
half-activation potential for a single independently activatingα subunit; k: single subunit
slope factor), minimal qact values (in units of elementary charge e0 [1.60×10−19 C]; values
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All constructs gave rise to rapidly activating and subsequently
inactivating currents, with amplitudes on the order of 10−6 A at
+50 mV.
Fig. 3. Mean steady-state activation relationships “a4” for (A) R290Q (n=9), (B) R293Q
(n=9) and (C) R296Q (n=8). Mean data points (±SEM) obtained from normalized peak
tail current amplitudes generated from a saturating tail current protocol (HP=−100mV,
P1=10 ms, depolarizing pulses from −95 to +70 mV, 5 mV increments, P2=−50 mV
for 1 s, except for R290Q where results from both P2=−50 and −120 mV were pooled
[21]). Mean data points fit with a single Boltzmann relationship raised to the fourth

power: 1

1þe
−V−V1=2

k

. Mean fit parameters (V1/2, slope factor k) given in Table 1. WT (gray)

and corresponding R → A data (black) obtained previously [21].

calculated assuming δi =1.0), voltage-independent ΔΔG0
vi values [in units of RT

(=0.59 kcal at 22 °C)] and estimated predominant effects of mutants (E: electrostatic
perturbations, S: voltage-independent structural perturbations)

V1/2 (mV) k (mV) qact (e0) ΔΔG0
vi (RT) Predominant

effect(s)

WT −36 14.50 1.75 – –

R290A −69 19.10 1.33 −1.13 E+S
R290Q −78 19.20 1.32 −1.58 E+S
R293A −36 17.80 1.43 +0.46 E
R293Q −39.5 15.80 1.61 +0.03 E
R296A −7 14.70 1.73 +2.96 S
R296Q −4.5 16.25 1.56 +2.76 E+S
3.1. Steady-state activation relationships

Mean steady-state activation relationships “a4” for R290Q, R293Q,
and R296Q are illustrated in Fig. 3A–C. The data points were fit as a
single Boltzmann relationship “a” raised to the fourth power
Fig. 4. Voltage-dependence of WT activation and deactivation kinetics. (A) Main panel:
Mean τact–Vm relationship (−30 to +50 mV, n=11). Mean data points fit as a single
exponential relationship. Inset: Representative fits of “a4” activation kinetics for WT
currents elicited during depolarizing voltage clamp pulses from 0 to +50 mV, 10 mV
increments, HP=−100mV.τact=1.8,1.3,1.1, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7ms, 0 to+50mV, respectively.
τ90%=1.6 ms for the oocyte illustrated. Calibration bar: 1 μA, 0.5 ms. (B) Main panel:
Mean τdeact–Vm relationship (−120 to −50 mV, n=11). Mean data points fit as a single
exponential relationship. Inset: Representative single exponential fits (begun at
t=2 ms) of WT deactivation kinetics (P1 pulse to +50 mV, 10 ms duration, followed
by P2 pulse from −50 to −120 mV,10 mV increments, 500 ms duration). τdeact=10.5, 8.8,
7.1, 4.0, 3.7, 3.4, and 3.1 ms, −50 to −120 mV, respectively, −80 mV not fit. Calibration
bar: 200 nA, 5 ms. Curve fits: (A) Main panel:τact = 38:36 e

60−mV
16:27 + 1:09 ms; (B) Main

panel: τdeact = 0:74 e
mV
24:49 + 4:51ms.
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(independent gating assumed) [9,19,21,42]. For comparison, mean “a4”
fits previously determined for WT and corresponding R → A mutants
are also illustrated [21]. Although there were specific quantitative
differences (Table 1), R→A/Qmutant pairs displayed similar trends on
V1/2 values. R290A and R290Q significantly hyperpolarized “a4”, R293A
and R293Q produced minimal shifts, and R296A and R296Q signifi-
cantly depolarized “a4”. Mutant pairs at position 290 thus stabilized
the open state, those at 293 resulted in minimal effects, and mutation
at R296 stabilized (non-inactivated) closed states.
Fig. 5. Voltage-dependence of activation kinetics of corresponding R → A (solid),
R → Q (hollow), and WT (gray). (A) R290A (n=13) and R290Q (n=4), (B) R293A (n=9)
and R293Q (n=7), and (C) R296A (n=7) and R296Q (n=7). Mean data points fit as single
exponential functions of voltage. Kinetic estimates of mean qact summarized in Table 2.
Curve fits: (A) R290A:19:86 e

70−mV
24:38 + 1:42ms; R290Q: 2:43 e

60−mV
22:52 + 0:72ms (B)

R293A:40:30e
70−mV
26:56 + 2:03ms; R293Q: 6:39 e

40−mV
21:70 + 0:90ms (C) R296A:13:92 e

30−mV
28:80 +

1:39ms; R296Q:11:87 e
30−mV
28:55 + 0:99ms.

Fig. 6. Voltage-dependence of deactivation kinetics of corresponding R → A (solid),
R→ Q (hollow), and WT (gray). (A) R290A (n=17) and R290Q (n=10), (B) R293A (n=10)
and R293Q (n=10), and (C) R296A (n=8) and R296Q (n=7). Mean data points fit as
single exponential functions of voltage. Kinetic estimates of mean qdeact are summarized
in Table 2. Curve fits: (A) R290A: 1:54 e

mV
34:41 + 13:34ms; R290Q: 8:13e

mV
50:80 + 0:28ms (B)

R293A: 0:93e mV
21:89 + 10:95ms; R293Q: 1:39e mV

53:42 + 1:31ms (C) R296A: 0:62 e mV
24:74 +

13:22ms; R296Q: 0:64 e mV
30:30 + 6:29ms.
A mean value of effective activation gating charge of qact=1.75 e0
per subunit was obtained for the WT channel. Relative to this value,
R → A/Q mutant pairs yielded results that appeared to be dependent
upon their position within S4. N-terminal-most R290A and R290Q
each reduced qact by 24%. R293A and R293Q reduced qact, though to
lesser extents (R293A: 18%, R293Q: 8%). Effects at C-terminal-most
R296 were more variable, with R296A resulting in a minimal
reduction in qact (1%) and R296Q reducing qact by 11%.



Fig. 7.One second isochronal inactivation relationships. (A) R290Q, (B) R293Q, and (C)
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3.2. Activation and deactivation kinetics

Wang et al. [19] have previously demonstrated that Kv4.3
inactivation kinetics were sufficiently slow so as not to obscure
activation kinetics. We therefore analyzed the kinetics of activation
using a direct-fit Hodgkin–Huxley-like independent “a4” relationship
[21,42]. Representative WT fits are illustrated in Fig. 4A inset. The
overall meanWT τact–Vm relationship (Fig. 4A, main panel) was fit as a
single exponential function, fromwhich a kinetic estimate of qact=1.56
e0 was obtained. WT deactivation kinetics (−50 to −120 mV) could be
well described as a single exponential process [19–21] (Fig. 4B, inset).
The overall mean τdeact –Vm relationshipwas fit as a single exponential
function, with qdeact=1.04 e0 (Fig. 4B, main Panel).

The mean comparative τact –Vm and τdeact –Vm and relationships
for each R → A/Q mutant pair are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively. Each relationship was fit as a single exponential function,
from which the kinetic estimates of qact and qdeact were obtained
(Table 2).

The R → A/Q mutant pairs differentially altered activation kinetics
(Fig. 5). Effects were again dependent upon relative positionwithin S4.
Although the largest differences between τact values were observed at
position 290 (Fig. 5A), both R290A and R290Q reduced the voltage-
dependence of the τact–Vm relationship and similarly reduced qact
(R290A: 33%, R290Q: 28%). Effects at position 293 were more variable
(Fig. 5B). R293A slowed activation kinetics and reduced qact by 38.5%,
while R293Q minimally affected activation kinetics and reduced qact
by 25% (Fig. 5B). Both R296A and R296Q slowed activation kinetics to
similar extents (Fig. 5C) and correspondingly reduced qact by 44%.

The R → A/Q mutant pairs differentially altered deactivation
kinetics (Fig. 6). R290A and R290Q each slowed deactivation kinetics
and reduced qdeact (R290A: 29%, R290Q: 52%, Fig. 6A). Effects at
position 293 were heterogeneous. R293A slowed deactivation kinetics
and increased qdeact by 10%, while R293Q accelerated deactivation
kinetics and reduced qdeact by 54% (Fig. 6B). Effects at position 296
were also variable (Fig. 6C). R296A slowed deactivation kinetics and
minimally reduced qdeact, whereas R296Q slowed deactivation
kinetics to a lesser extent and reduced qdeact by 19% (Fig. 6C).

In summary, despite quantitative differences (Tables 1 and 2), the
results generally indicated that, depending upon the relative position
within S4, the corresponding R→ A/Q mutants exerted overall similar
effects on the forward gating process of activation, but more variable
effects on the reverse process of deactivation.

3.3. Isochronal inactivation relationships “i”

Mean isochronal (one second) inactivation relationships “i” (fit as
single Boltzmann relationships) for corresponding R → A/Q mutant
pairs are illustrated in Fig. 7.

In contrast to the similar effects that the corresponding mutant
pairs produced on “a4” (Fig. 3), their effects on “i”were more variable.
R290A/Q and R293A/Q pairs both hyperpolarized “i”, thereby stabiliz-
ing inactivated closed-states (Fig. 7A, B). However, while R296A also
hyperpolarized “i”, R296Q resulted in minimal shift (Fig. 7C). For WT, a
Table 2
Kinetic estimates of qact and qdeact

qact (e0) qdeact (e0)

WT 1.56 1.04
R290A 1.04 0.74
R290Q 1.13 0.50
R293A 0.96 1.16
R293Q 1.17 0.48
R296A 0.88 1.03
R296Q 0.89 0.84

Units in e0 as per Table 1.

R296Q. Mean “i” data points fit to a single Boltzmann relationship with parameters
summarized in Table 3. Also illustrated in each panel are the corresponding R → A
(black) and WT (gray) mean “i” relationships obtained previously [21]. R → Q data
points fit to single Boltzmann relationships with the following parameters: R290Q:V1/
2=−118.7 mV, k=8.35 mV (n=9); R293Q: V1/2=−80.7 mV, k=11.7 mV (n=10); and
R296Q: V1/2=−61.5 mV, k=7.71 mV (n=14).
mean value qcsi=4.10e0 was obtained. As summarized in Table 3, while
there was no apparent dependence upon the relative position in S4, all
mutants reduced qcsi, from 17% (R293Q) to 58% (R296A). Therefore, with
the notable exception of R296Q whose predominant perturbation
appeared to be on electrostatic properties of the native residue, all
mutants significantly stabilized inactivated closed-states. This indicates



Table 3
Summary of one second isochronal “i” fit parameters (V1/2: half-inactivation potential;
k: slope factor), minimal qcsi values (calculated assuming δi =1.0, units of e0), voltage-
independent ΔΔG0

vi;csi values (units of RT) and estimated predominant effects of
mutants (terminology as per Table 1)

V1/2(mV) k (mV) qcsi ΔΔG0
vicsi Predominant

effect(s)

WT −60.10 6.20 4.10 – E+S
R290A −106.70 13.10 1.94 +1.54 E+S
R290Q −118.70 8.40 3.03 −4.44 E+S
R293A −80.70 11.70 2.17 +2.79 E+S
R293Q −76.60 7.40 3.44 −0.66 E+S
R296A −86.90 14.50 1.75 +3.70 E+S
R296Q −61.50 7.70 3.30 +1.70 E
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that their effects were likely due to perturbation of both electrostatic
and structural characteristics of the native channel.

In summary, in contrast to their effects on “a4” (Fig. 3), the
individual mutant pairs produced distinct alterations in “i”. CSI could
thus be modulated significantly by reduction in S4 net positive charge
and alteration of native residue properties. These results argue that
mechanisms governing CSI in Kv4.3 either possess inherent voltage
dependence or are coupled to inactivation by a mechanism unique
from Kv1 channels.

3.4. Macroscopic inactivation and recovery kinetics

Previous analysis revealed that R → A mutation resulted in an
overall slowing of macroscopic inactivation kinetics at +50 mV (fit
Fig. 8. Macroscopic inactivation kinetics at +50 mV. (A) Overlay of peak currents at +50 mV,
second depolarizing pulses to +50 mV applied directly from HP=−100 mV. R290Q current
Representative double exponential fits for R290Q, R293Q, and R296Q, current amplitudes nor
the fast component of inactivation (Afast) at +50 mV. WT and R → A data obtained previous
Curve fits: (B) R290Q: τfast =24.0 ms, τslow=177 ms, Afast=0.62; R293Q: τfast=20.10 ms, τslow
as a double exponential process). While there was alteration in
both the fast (τfast) and slow (τslow) time constants, the slowing
was primarily due to reduction in the relative initial amplitude of
the fast component Afast [21]. In the present study, the kinetics of
macroscopic inactivation [one second pulse to +50 mV applied
from HP=−100 mV (R293Q, R296Q) or following a one second
prepulse to −150 mV to remove closed-state inactivation (R290Q)]
could again be well described as a double exponential process at
potentials depolarized to 0 mV (Fig. 8A, B). Compared to the R → A
mutants, corresponding R → Q constructs produced moderate
effects on macroscopic inactivation kinetics. R290Q slowed the
process, largely due to reduction in Afast. Both R293Q and R296Q
produced a net acceleration of inactivation, primarily the result of
an increase in Afast (Fig. 8C).

The τinact – Vm relationships for WT macroscopic inactivation are
illustrated in Fig. 9A. Both relationships were fit as single
exponential functions, yielding WT values of qinact,fast=2.36 e0 and
qinact,slow=0.64 e0. Corresponding relationships for the R → A/Q
mutant pairs are illustrated in Fig. 9B–D. While the values of τfast
could be well described beginning at −40 mV for all mutant pairs,
τslow values could only be determined reliably at more depolarized
potentials, with the voltage range dependent upon the particular
mutant analyzed.

With the exception of R290Q (whose τinact,fast –Vm relationship
was nearly voltage independent, Fig. 9B), all mutants reduced the
voltage-dependence of the relationship and correspondingly reduced
qinact,fast values (Table 4). Best fit estimates of minimal qslow are also
summarized in Table 4.
current amplitudes normalized. WT, R293Q, and R296Q currents generated during one
generated after a one second hyperpolarizing prepulse to −150 mV to remove CSI. (B)
malized. (C) Comparison of themean time constants (τfast, τslow) and initial amplitude of
ly [21]. R → Q mutant data based upon: R290Q (n=5), R293Q (n=7), and R296Q (n=9).
=134 ms, Afast=0.90; R296Q: τfast=28.2 ms, τslow=232 ms, Afast =0.88.



Fig. 9.Mean τinact -Vm relationships for (A)WT (n=11), (B) R290A (solid, n=11) and R290Q (hollow, n=16), (C) R293A (solid, n=9) and R293Q (hollow, n=11) and (D) R296A (solid, n=6)
and R296Q (hollow, n=9). For reference, gray curves in (B), (C), and (D) correspond to mean WT data from Panel A. Further details provided in Table 4. Curve fits: (A) WT:
τfast = 711:24 e

60−mV
10:77ð Þ + 36:5ms; τslow = 385:1 e

60−mV
39:95ð Þ + 175:85ms (B) R290A : τfast = 61:23 e

50−mV
12:65ð Þ + 43:9ms; τslow = 606:9 e

50−mV
373:2ð Þ + 212:25ms; R 2 9 3 0 Q : τfast not fit; τslow =

260:4 e
50−mV
123:8ð Þ + 33:4ms; (C) R293A: τfast = 140:5 e

50−mV
17:15ð Þ + 41:71ms; τslow = 193:3 e

20−mV
44:5ð Þ + 204:6ms; R293Q: τfast = 59:7 e

50−mV
13:26ð Þ + 19:64ms; τslow = 372:14 e

50−mV
95:44ð Þ + 64:11ms (D)

R296A: τfast = 208:5e
60−mV
18:04ð Þ + 33:4ms; τslow = 892:9e

60−mV
39:95ð Þ + 171:27ms; R296Q: τfast = 149:2 e

400−mV
16:98ð Þ + 27:4ms; τslow = 458:2 e

20−mV
27:03ð Þ + 211:5ms.
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We previously demonstrated that both R293A and R296A signifi-
cantly slowed recovery from macroscopic inactivation (HP=−100 mV)
developed during a one second depolarizing pulse to +50 mV [21].
Comparative macroscopic measurements were conducted for R293Q
and R296Q (Fig. 10). Similar to the R → A mutants, both R293Q and
R296Q slowed recovery (fit as a single exponential) (Fig. 10A). However,
the mean time constants (R293Q: τrec=593±127ms, n=6; R296Q:
τrec=1005±52ms, n=8) were significantly faster than the correspond-
ing alanine substitutions (Fig. 10B). Thus, partial restoration of native
side chain properties at these positions partially restored WT recovery
characteristics.
Table 4
Kinetic estimates of qinact,fast and qinact,slow

qinact,fast (e0) qinact,slow (e0)

WT 2.36 0.64
R290A 2.01 0.07
R290Q ND 0.21
R293A 1.48 0.57
R293Q 1.92 0.27
R296A 1.41 0.74
R296Q 1.50 0.94

ND: not determined. Units in e0 as per Table 1.
3.5. Closed-state inactivation (CSI) and recovery

Due to the large degree of CSI produced at −100 mV by R290Q
(Fig. 7A), it was not possible to obtain comparative macroscopic
recovery measurements at this potential. Additionally, it was not
possible to maintain sustained hyperpolarized potentials due to
rapid oocyte deterioration. However, based upon the R290A/Q “i”
relationships, it was predicted that both mutants would have
displayed CSI recovery kinetics at potentials transiently hyperpolar-
ized to −100 mV. This prediction was tested by applying the
following voltage-clamp protocol: from HP=−100 mV, a series of P1
pulses of increasing duration were applied to a fixed hyperpolarized
potential ranging from −110 to −150 mV, 10 mV increments,
followed by a P2 pulse to +50 mV. Analysis of the peak P2 current
amplitudes as a function of P1 duration allowed determination of
the voltage-dependence of recovery from steady-state CSI developed
at HP=−100 mV.

Consistent with these predictions, at each fixed P1 potential
R290A and R290Q displayed significant recovery from CSI devel-
oped at HP=−100 mV. The time courses of recovery from CSI were
well described as single exponential processes (Fig. 11A). At all P1
potentials the mean τrec, csi value for R290Q was faster than that
of R290A. Single exponential fits to the τrec, csi–Vm relationships



Fig. 10. R293A/Q and R296A/Q macroscopic recovery kinetics at HP=−100 mV.
Representative macroscopic recovery waveforms for R293Q (A) and R269Q (B) (P2
currents at +50 mV). Peak data points fit with a single exponential relationship with
time constant indicated. (C) Comparison of mean τrec values at HP=−100 mV. WT,
R293A, and R296A data acquired previously [21]. R293Q (n=6), R296Q (n=8).

Fig. 11. Recovery from CSI developed at HP=−100 mV for R290A and R290Q. See text for
protocol details. (A) Representative R290A recovery from CSI waveform measured
at −120 mV. Peak P2 currents (elicited at +50 mV) fit as a single exponential function
with time constant indicated. (B) Representative R290Q recovery from CSI waveform
measured at −120 mV. Peak P2 currents (elicited at +50 mV) fit as a single exponential
function with time constant indicated. (C) Mean τrec,csi –Vm relationships for R290A
(solid, n=5) and R296Q (hollow, n=6). Curve fits: R290A: 117:1 e

mV
25:52 + 98:0ms; R290Q:

118:7e
mV
43:91 + 89:1ms.
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(Fig. 11B) resulted in the following values: R290A: qrec,csi=0.99e0;
R290Q qrec,csi=0.60e0.

4. Discussion

Previous analysis of putative gating charge elimination in Kv4.3 S4
was, to the best of our knowledge, the first experimental demonstra-
tion in any Kv4 channel that positive charges in this domain are
associated with voltage-dependent gating transitions. Our present
results confirm and expand upon these results, and argue that S4
positively charged residues play a more complicated role in the
regulation of gating in Kv4.3 than in Kv1 channels. Closed-state
inactivation (CSI) appears to result from inherent voltage-sensitive
gating transitions or novel coupling mechanisms to S4-mediated
activation gating. Such processes occur prior to the final closed-to-
open state transition, and cannot be accounted for by the conventional
Shaker model of channel gating [10,11,23,24]. We propose that these
processes, which would predominate at less depolarized potentials,
result in uncoupling or block of VSD interaction with the S6 activation
gate, or block the preactivated pore domain (S5–S6).

We acknowledge that use of a two state model is simplistic and
that calculated effective gating charge values displayed in Tables 1–4
are minimal estimates (see Methods). Our assignment of “predomi-
nant effect(s)” of a specific mutant as summarized in Tables 1 and 3 is
subject to the same limitations. We also acknowledge that analysis of
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additional mutants may provide important insights. Determining the
effects of corresponding R → K (lysine) and R → M (methionine)
mutants may be informative, as R → K reduces side chain volume
by18.8 cm3/mol while maintaining net positive charge. R → M
removes this charge and similarly reduces side chain volume by
22 cm3/mol. Mutagenesis of uncharged residues may also provide
important mechanistic clues. Future studies may address these issues.
Nonetheless, while our results should be viewed as qualitative, the
overall trends they suggest for the roles that S4 arginine residues
appear to play in the regulation of Kv4.3 gating transitions, and CSI
and recovery in particular, are novel and important.

4.1. Activation and deactivation processes

Despite significant differences in residue properties, overall effects
of corresponding R → A/Q mutant pairs on steady-state PO were
similar. Perturbation of structural properties was predominant at
positions 290 and 296, but minimal at 293. Perturbation of electro-
static properties was also consistent at 290 and 293, and there was a
general trend toward lesser reduction in qact as residues were
neutralized from the N-terminal to the C-terminal ends of S4. These
findings suggest a model wherein R290 and R293 form electrostatic
interactions important during the process of activation. However,
there were differences in the predicted effects produced by the two
mutant pairs at position 296. R296A predominantly resulted in
structurally-mediated perturbations, whereas R296Q resulted in a
combination of electrostatically- and structurally-mediated effects
(Table 1). Previous work analyzing gating currents in Kv1 channels
have indicated that single residue mutation in S4 can produce non-
additive effects [17,18]. Similar effects may be responsible for the
differences between R296A and R296Q noted here.

Due to the voltage clamp step rise time limitations of the two
microelectrode voltage-clamp technique and our use of the 90% rise
time criterion [20,21,38] (see Methods), measurements of activation
and deactivation time constants are subject to technical limitations.
Nonetheless, WT τact–Vm and τdeact –Vm relationships (Fig. 4) are in
good agreement with those reported previously by Wang et al. [19],
who employed the more rapid cut open oocyte voltage clamp
technique [43]. These investigators fit their τact–Vm curve as a double
exponential function and reported minimal effective qact values of
0.27e0 and 2.11e0, suggesting the existence of two populations of Kv4.3
activation gating charge. Our kinetic estimate of qact=1.56e0, derived
from fitting the τact–Vm curve to a single exponential function, is
between the high-intermediate range of the two values reported
previously [19]. The issue of bi-exponential voltage dependence ofWT
activation kinetics will need to be addressed in future studies.

Similar to steady-state analyses, kinetic measurements argue for
the importance of electrostatic and structural characteristics of native
residues in Kv4.3 activation. However, the two analytical approaches
did not yield consistently similar results. For example, while all R→ A/Q
mutant pairs reduced qact, kinetic analysis indicated that neutralization
of C-terminal-most R296 produced the largest reduction in qact (Table
2), in contrast to steady-state predictions (Table 1). While these
differences may be due to limitations of our measurements, they may
also be due to inherent limitations of our analysis. Thermodynamic
predictions of the two-state model assume that gating transitions occur
instantaneously. However, a non-instantaneous reaction pathway
exists, indicating the presence of at least one high-intermediate energy
transition state that determines gating transition rates. Our results
provide evidence that variation in residue properties may selectively
alter interactions within unique microenvironments, either lipid,
aqueous, and/or proteinaceous, encountered during S4-mediated
forward versus reverse gating transitions [14–16]. This raises the
possibility that future pharmacologic or mutagenic maneuvers may be
developed to selectively alter CSI or recovery characteristics with
minimal effects on activation.
4.2. Inactivation and recovery characteristics

WT qcsi values were 2.3-times larger than qact values. However,
while mean qact values (Table 1) were obtained from single subunit “a”
relationships, it is unclear if corresponding “i” relationships reflect the
behavior of single or multiple subunits. This uncertainty may account
for the higher qcsi values noted. Nonetheless, two general trends
emerged: i) all mutants reduced qcsi, suggesting prominent perturba-
tion of electrostatic properties; and ii) with the exception of R296Q, all
mutants significantly stabilized inactivated closed states, suggesting
structural characteristics were altered.

Papazian et al. [26] first demonstrated that Shaker S4 mutants
produced similar and parallel shifts in both activation and inactivation
relationships, consistent with the idea that the two processes are
coupled. This proposal has been subsequently verified and demon-
strates that the apparent voltage dependence of inactivation arises out
of the kinetics of activation [24]. In contrast, our results are consistent
with the proposal that arginine residues in S4 either impart inherent
voltage sensitivity to closed-state inactivation [3,9,20,21,44], or that
CSI is coupled to activation by a mechanism unique from Shaker.
While the hyperpolarizing shifts in both “a4” and “i” produced by
R290A/Q are consistent with partial coupling, effects of the mutant
pairs at positions 293 and 296 did not consistently parallel one
another. R296Q, in particular, revealed similar trends to R296A with
respect to steady-state activation, but unique effects with respect to
“i”. We therefore propose that R293 and R296 are residues critically
involved in regulating CSI.

While each R → A mutant slowed deactivation, R293Q and R296Q
partially restored WT kinetics. Combined with data presented here
and previously [21], we have additional evidence on the effects of
KChIP2 coexpression [3,9] and changes in extracellular potassium
concentration [9] which suggests that recovery may be coupled to
deactivation. All of these maneuvers produced similar and paralleling
effects on both deactivation and recovery kinetics. Although R293Q
modestly accelerated deactivation kinetics as compared to WT
(Fig. 6B) but still slowed recovery (Fig. 10), the kinetics of macroscopic
recovery were significantly faster for both R293Q and R296Q than
their corresponding A constructs (Fig. 10). This argues for important
structural roles of these residues in regulating both CSI and
deactivation-recovery coupling. Therefore, while we presently cannot
explain the anomalous effects of R293Q, our results overall support
the proposal that recovery from inactivation is coupled to deactiva-
tion. These results also raise an important question: if mutation at
positions 293 and 296 do, in fact, uncouple CSI from activation, how
can R293Q and R296Q partially restore WT recovery kinetics? We
hypothesize that the underlying mechanisms may reside in the
interactions of the incorporated residue within unique microenviron-
ments experienced during forward and reverse gating transitions.
Further, non-native residues may adjust the focal point of the
transmembrane electrical field (discussed below).

4.3. Implications for potential interactions and comparative Kv channel
structure–function relationships

There are presently two contending models for voltage-sensitive
S4 transitions in Kv1 channels, the “helical screw” and “transporter”
models [14–16,45]. Although details differ between the two, both
models propose the existence of two aqueousmembrane crevices, one
accessible from the extracellular surface and the other from the
intracellular surface. These two crevices would focus the transmem-
brane electrical field to a narrow hydrophobic septum [13–16,30–32].
Such focusing would permit relatively small movements of S4 to
generate comparatively large gating currents. Furthermore, gating
transitions would continually refocus the transmembrane electric
field along narrow regions of S4, initially across R1 in the closed state,
and subsequently across R4 in the open state [13–16]. Within the



Fig. 12. Cartoon illustration of the position of S4 (green) relative to membrane crevices (blue) in the closed-state of Kv4.3. In contrast to Kv1 channels, we propose that the
transmembrane electrical field is focused across R290 (R2 in Kv1). This would suggest that the outer membrane crevice is either deeper or thicker than in Kv1, allowing the field to
in fluence arginine at this position. Lipid bilayer shown in gray, chann el complex in red, and potassium ions in the pore shown in purple.
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framework of such a model, recent studies on Kv1 channels have
suggested that during activation S4 is displaced by 6–8 Å while
simultaneously rotating ∼180° [34–36]. As a result, the dielectric and
chemical properties of the immediate microenvironment experienced
by individual gating charges may vary significantly during channel
transitions [14–16,30–36] Our results suggest that side chain interac-
tions are particularly prominent during the reverse gating transitions
of deactivation and recovery.

The absence of R1 in Kv4.3 may have important mechanistic
consequences for understanding differences in gating characteristics
between Kv1 and Kv4 channels [1–3]. We have previously mapped
the Kv4.3 sequence upon the crystal structure of the open state
conformation of Kv1.2 [21,46,47]. This suggested that in the open
state R290 would face either the outer membrane interface or an
aqueous crevice partially formed by S5 of the adjacent subunit,
while R293 and R296 would face an aqueous crevice formed by S1,
S2, and/or S3. None of the putative gating charge residues would
be directly exposed to energetically unfavorable hydrophobic
surroundings in the open state [48,49]. However, the presence of
V287 would eliminate an energetic constraint at this position, and
likely favor localized hydrophobic interactions. The presence of
F286 immediately upstream of V287 (Fig. 1A) further supports this
proposal. These considerations could allow the register of S4 in the
open state to be different in Kv4.3 versus Kv1.2, as well as alter the
properties of the external crevice and hydrophobic septum.

The crystal structure of the closed state of a Shaker-like channel has
yet to be solved, but three closed state models have been proposed
[34,36,50]. That of Campos et al. [34] in support of a minimal model of
the Shaker closed state is particularly compelling. This model (which
used the structure of the Kv1.2 open state as a constraint) proposes that
R1 and R2 are positioned in the outer half of the membrane, oriented
towards S1–S3, and lie in close proximity to hydrophobic isoleucine
residues in S1 and S2. Thismicroenvironmentwould correspond to the
hydrophobic septum separating the two crevices of the gating pore,
andwould serve to focus the electric field across R1. The importance of
L361, which immediately precedes R1 in Shaker, in positioning S4 in
the resting channel has also been demonstrated [51]. R3 and R4would
each be positioned in the intracellular half of the membrane and
exposed to the intracellular crevice. The role of S3 is not accounted for
in this model.

Applying thismodel toKv4.3, F286may formpartof thehydrophobic
septum, implying that at resting potentials the electric field would be
focused over a region of S4 lacking positive charge. Long et al. [50] used
chimaeric Kv2.1–Kv1.2 channels to propose that phenylalanine F233 in
S2, which is positioned three residues “below” corresponding Shaker
I287, forms the septum. Kv4.3 has a comparable phenylalanine: F237 in
S2. To accommodate these considerations, we propose that the outer
crevice in Kv4.3 is either deeper than in Kv1 channels, which would
focus the field across R290 in the closed state, or is thicker, whichwould
diffuse the electrical field but still allow it to influence R290, thus
reducing voltage sensitivity at this position (Fig. 12).

4.4. Concluding remarks

We propose that transitions in the Kv4.3 VSD, in particular those
mediated by S4 arginine residues at positions 290, 293, and 296, may
be responsible for regulating not only activation and deactivation
processes, but also those of closed-state inactivation and recovery
from inactivation. Our results suggest that CSI either possesses
inherent voltage dependence, or that apparent voltage dependence
arises from coupling to activation by a mechanism significantly dif-
ferent from that noted in Kv1 channels. These proposals are consistent
with recently reported correlations between CSI and gating charge
immobilization in modified CTX-sensitive Kv4.2 channels [41] (see
Methods). However, our results further indicate that depending upon
the specific residue analyzed, perturbation of electrostatic, structural,
or both properties can significantly alter specific Kv4.3 gating
transitions. While underlying mechanisms of Kv4 channel CSI and
recovery remain unresolved, data suggesting that S4 may regulate
these processes is compelling.
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